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Madrid Pilot Briefing 

THANKS 
On behalf of VATSPA we would like to thank you for choosing Adolfo Suárez Madrid -                
Barajas (LEMD). 

In this document we would like to share some specific procedures of the airport, this               
document is designed to make your departure / arrival as realistic and easy as possible. 

Once again, we would like to express our gratitude on choosing Madrid as your arrival /                
departure airfield. 

RECOMMENDED SCENERIES & CONFIGURATIONS 

 Freeware Payware 

FSX avsim  

P3DV4  Latin VFR 
SimWings 

X-PLANE X-Plane Forums  

GSX2 SimWings by Cartayna Files  

 

GENERAL NOTES 
Madrid is a big airport, please prepare your charts so we can get you in or out as quickly as 
possible. 
 
You can find all the relevant charts in the AIP. 

VFR flights are not allowed in the Adolfo Suárez Madrid Barajas Airport. (Airspace             
class ALPHA [A]). If you wish to fly VFR, we suggest you use Cuatro Vientos aerodrome                
(LECU) instead. 
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https://flyawaysimulation.com/downloads/files/6682/fsx-madrid-barajas-airport-scenery/
https://secure.simmarket.com/latinvfr-madrid-lemd-p3dv4.phtml
https://secure.simmarket.com/aerosoft-mega-airport-madrid-professional-p3d4.phtml
https://forums.x-plane.org/index.php?/files/file/38391-lemd-adolfo-su%C3%A1rez-madrid-barajas/
https://www.dropbox.com/sh/b8rvj4r3dfgflku/AAD7LDS7hIqy4R4x14WYiRrya?dl=0
https://ais.enaire.es/aip/
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AIRPORT LAYOUT 
Madrid is a big airport; in total it has got 5 terminals. Each terminal is home to a set of                    
specific airlines which we will be listing below. 
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Madrid Pilot Briefing 

Terminals 1,2 and 3 

These three terminals are mainly used by airlines which are not part of the OneWorld               
Alliance. 

● Terminal 3 is specifically dedicated to Air Europa flights. 
● Terminal 2 is usually dedicated for Schengen flights. (Air France, KLM, Ryanair,            

EasyJet, Norwegian, Delta, etc) 
● Terminal 1 is uniquely for non-Schengen flights. (Korean Air, Egyptair, China airlines,            

Saudia, United, Delta, etc) 
 

 

Terminal 4 

Is used for airlines inside the OneWorld Alliance. 

The northern part is dedicated to regional flights and the southern part for non-Schengen 
flights to the UK operated by Iberia. 
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https://es.oneworld.com/
https://es.oneworld.com/
https://es.oneworld.com/
https://es.oneworld.com/
https://es.oneworld.com/


Madrid Pilot Briefing 

Terminal 4S 

Is primarily used for non-Schengen flights operated by OneWorld Alliance. 

It also used by Emirates for their regular flights between Madrid and Dubai. 

 
 

 

 

Cargo and general aviation platform 
It is used by all cargo airlines operating at the airport. It can also be used by other heavy 

aircraft as an overflow for terminal 1. 
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https://es.oneworld.com/
https://es.oneworld.com/


Madrid Pilot Briefing 

PREFERENTIAL CONFIGURATIONS 
Takeoffs from runways  32L, 32R, 18L and 18R are not allowed. 

North configuration (Preferential) 

North Daytime: 07.00 LT - 23.00 LT 

● Departures: 36L and 36R 
● Arrivals: 32L and 32R 

North Nighttime: 23.00 LT - 07.00 LT 

● Departures: 36L 
● Arrivals: 32R 

South configuration (Tailwind more than 10 knots; low visibility, 
etc.) 

South Daytime: 07.00 LT - 23.00 LT 

● Departures: 14L and 14R 
● Arrivals: 18L and 18R 

South Nighttime: 23.00 LT - 07.00 LT 

● Departures: 14L 
● Arrivals: 18L 

 

Unlike airports like CDG where runway assignment is depending on the closest runway to 
the terminal you’re parking, Madrid generally follows a simple rule. If you come from the East 
you land in the eastern runway, if you come from the West you land in the western runway. 

Same rule applies to departures. 
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GROUND MOVEMENT 

North configuration 
If you want to download the complete charts in PDF format in 2HD pages (North and South), 
press this link: LEMD Taxi Chart for VatSpa by Cartayna Files.  

Departures use taxiway MIKE and arrivals use ALPHA. 
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https://www.dropbox.com/s/03y1hxqcjwtt54k/LEMD%20TAXI%20North%20and%20South%20VATSPA.pdf?dl=0
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Traffic landing on runway 32L shall vacate left or right according to their parking position. 
Tower controller will communicate this information. 
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South configuration 

Departures use taxiway ALPHA and arrivals use MIKE. 
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Traffic landing on runway 18R shall vacate left or right according to their parking position.               
Tower controller will communicate this information. 
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DEPARTURES 
The initial climb for all SIDs is 13000 ft which is also the Transition Altitude. 

Immediately after take off, pay attention to the initial routing of your SID. Ensure that you                

follow speed restrictions and altitude restrictions as shown on the charts. 

Shuttle service 
Shuttle service Madrid - Barcelona has the particularity that all the departures from LEMD              
pass by the same point. All the arrivals enter through the same point too.  

Departures 

● PINAR fix.  SID (PINARxx) 

Arrivals 

● ADUXO fix. STAR (ADUXOxx) 
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ARRIVALS 
STAR will be given by Madrid Radar. Runway will be given by the Approach controller. 

Descent planning 
You can expect to be cleared to these following altitudes depending on the runway 
configuration and the direction of your arrival. 

North configuration: 

● TOBEK: 5,000 feet runway 32L. 
● ASBIN: 6,000 feet runway 32R. 

South configuration 

● RILKO: 11,000 feet runway 18R. 
● LULER: 8,000 feet runway 18L.  
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AIRAC 
Please make sure to have the latest AIRAC on board. 

Thanks! 
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